On how many fundamental kinds of cells are present on Earth: looking for phylogenetic traits that would allow the identification of the primary lines of descent.
The phylogenetic analyses as far as the identification of the number of domains of life is concerned have not reached a clear conclusion. In the attempt to improve this circumstance, I introduce the concept that the amino acids codified in the genetic code might be of markers with outstanding phylogenetic power. In particular, I hypothesise the existence of a biosphere populated, for instance, by three groups of organisms having different genetic codes because codifying at least a different amino acid. Evidently, these amino acids would mark the proteins that are present in the three groups of organisms in an unambiguous way. Therefore, in essence, this mark would not be other than the one that we usually try to make in the phylogenetic analyses in which we transform the protein sequences in phylogenetic trees, for the purpose to identify, for example, the domains of life. Indeed, this mark would allow to classify proteins without performing phylogenetic analyses because proteins belonging to a group of organisms would be recognisable as marked in a natural way by at least a different amino acid among the diverse groups of organisms. This conceptualisation answers the question of how many fundamental kinds of cells have evolved from the Last Universal Common Ancestor (LUCA), as the genetic code has unique proprieties that make the codified amino acids excellent phylogenetic markers. The presence of the formyl-methionine only in proteins of bacteria would mark them and would identify these as domain of life. On the other hand, the presence of pyrrolysine in the genetic code of the euryarchaeota would identify them such as another fundamental kind of cell evolved from the LUCA. Overall, the phylogenetic distribution of formyl-methionine and pyrrolysine would identify at least two domains of life--Bacteria and Archaea--but their number might be actually four; that is to say, Bacteria, Euryarchaeota, archeobacteria that are not euryarchaeota and Eukarya. The usually accepted domains of life represented by Bacteria, Archaea and Eukarya are not compatible with the phylogenetic distribution of these two amino acids and therefore this last classification might be mistaken.